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Abstract: The aim of this research is to distinguish business risks that affect natural gas trading
companies operating in the liberalized natural gas market and to assess them according to the potential
impact on the aforementioned gas trading companies. To achieve this, a study of international
scientific literature and empirical research was conducted, as well as the methods of expert survey,
Analytical Hierarchy Process with different measurement scales and logical investigation. The research
of the business risks of natural gas trading companies reflected that natural gas trading companies in
the liberalized market distinguish in significantly different business risks’ portfolios from those that
operate under monopoly conditions. It was also found that it is difficult to evaluate the business
risks’ importance for the natural gas trading companies acting in liberalized markets because they
characterize in a hierarchical structure, which means that they are prone to cascading effects.

Keywords: business risks; gas trading companies; liberalized energy market; analytical hierarchy
process (AHP)

1. Introduction

The main determinants of the structure of Central European markets were formed in the
first 10–15 years after the collapse of the Socialist system [1]. Then an intensive reorganization
of economic-commercial relations based on central planning into a multi-level, free, dynamic,
supply-demand mechanism-driven platform for satisfying social, economic and cultural needs was
ongoing. Formation of market relations requires innovative transformation of the economic structure
associated to the comprehensive reorganization of economic mechanisms, commercial ideology and
economic relations. Unfortunately, the energy sector was lagging behind these structural changes
and remained largely intact in its primary monopolized form till the new European Union (EU) Third
Legislative package was implemented. The electricity market was the first to be liberalized with the gas
sector in some New EU Member Countries remaining in a shadow of ongoing liberalization processes [2].
The opening of markets not only creates possibilities for business development, but also leads to the
emergence of new sorts of risks, with which market players do not always have the experience to deal
with. They were distinguished in the scientific literature, which analyzed business risks in Western
energy markets. A focus on price differences has been highlighted by Dahlgren et al. [3] when assessing
business risks of energy trading companies. Al-Awami and Sortomme [4] put emphasis on the capacity
of the energy transmission grid as a physical bottleneck for providing energy commodities. Wang et
al. [5] deeply analyzed the possibility of lowering the operational amount of business risks of energy
trading companies by precisely forecasting the consumption timing, thus once again stressing the
importance of this business risk in energy trading companies risk portfolios. Implementing smart grids
as a solution for operational amounts of risk management was analyzed by Tushar et al. [6], although
stressing possible negative consequences of this decision, such as price discrimination. The proper price
risk management is a focal point in James’ study [7], who argues that it is the most important business
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risk of energy trading companies, which may determine the whole existence of such business entities.
Although there are attempts to classify energy trading companies in the same group as ones dealing
with financial derivatives trading [8], and proposing to analyze them in one group, Parashchiv [9]
documents a fundamental differences in risk portfolios of these business entities (mainly associated
with energy production, storage and transmission processes), proving unsoundness of this scientific
approach. A blockchain technology is proposed as a solution for precise forecasting of energy demand
by Mengelkamp et al. [10], also this technology displays drawbacks then facing hardly predictable
consumer behavior [11]. This obstacle for precise forecasting of energy demand has been researched
by Haas et al. [12] and Dianshu et al. [13]. The very low margin, which is acceptable in differences
in price for energy commodities provided by different suppliers, was documented by Bohi [14], who
stresses the homogeneity of this product, the fact which determines that difference in prices of different
providers can be no bigger than costs associated with the change of the supplier, which in liberalized
markets are very low. New arising energy trading companies risks, associated with peer-to-peer energy
trading, stimulated by the growth of alternative energy production, are mentioned by Li et al. [15].

These business risks are a particularly new reality to states, which have only recently opened their
energy markets shifting from monopolized and regulated to free supply-demand mechanism-driven
market structure and are in the future for Eastern Europe [16]. Here, due to the need of significant
input of primary investments and long capital’s payback period, the economic experts assumed the
energy sector as a natural monopoly to be regulated, in which competitiveness and the entrepreneurial
activity and efficiency it stimulates, as well as pressure for the final price of the product and openness
of the market, seemed impossible [17,18]. However, lately this attitude is shifting rapidly. This is due to
the implementation of the EU Third Energy legislative Package (Directive EC 2009/73), which is aimed
at creating a secure, transparent, market-oriented common European energy market without energy
islands [19,20]. The Directive divided the previously-existing natural monopoly into separate owners
of natural gas supply and distribution infrastructures independent of one another and natural gas
supply (trade) companies, and created a transparent, competitive natural gas trade market controlled
by demand-supply balance. The implementation of these legal requirements start showing positive
results in formerly monopolized markets. In Lithuania, which started to implement the requirements
of this document in 2014 and finished in 2016, it allowed to introduce new suppliers to the market
(through LNG terminal which became rational and viable only after implementation of core principles
of the Third Energy legislative Package), made a negotiating position of Lithuanian energy suppliers
more firm, and created conditions for emergence of gas trading companies, which, in sum, allowed for
the reduction of the final price of natural gas for the consumers of Lithuania by 30 percent. However,
markets and market players, used to operating in regulated and predictable monopolized markets,
faced the new reality of liberalized markets and are prone to various challenges and risks. New market
regulation mechanisms must be created; new ways of conducting business appear [21]. One such
phenomena is the emergence of particularly new business entities, such as gas trading companies.
In this article we examine the business risks faced by gas trading companies in a newly liberalized
energy market. The aim of this study is to distinguish business risks that affect natural gas trading
companies operating in the liberalized natural gas market and to assess them according to the potential
impact on the aforementioned gas trading companies. The empirical base is a first energy market in
the Baltic States: GET Baltic and the companies operating there. We employed expert interviews and
an Analytical Hierarchy Process method with adaptive, balanced and Koczkodaj scales in order to get
the results.

The study complements the existing stream of scientific literature aimed at evaluating business
risks in immature markets [22–24], liberalization of energy markets [25–27] and energy trading [28–30].

2. The Concept of Business Risk

The scientific approach to risk is being reflected in two different ways: risk is understood as a threat
or indefiniteness. Risk as a threat is perceived as a possibility for “the unpredicted events to happen,
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and the likely events not, if in any mentioned case an unfavorable result is being conditioned” [31,32].
Risk expresses a threat to business goals by a constantly changing environment [33]; it can also be
defined as a positive or negative variable’s deviation from its plausible value [34,35] and often, in
practice, it is a negative result. The research on business risks highlight immeasurability, which can
influence the agent during part of or the entire period of its activity [36]. Business risk is also viewed
as “a problem that has not yet occurred” [37]. Similarly, it can be assessed as a certain situation when a
possibility for an unfavorable deviation from a preconceived goal appears [38]. Another way to study
business risks is from a prism of possibilities [39]. Under this perspective, a risk is perceived as an
obligatory activity in undefined circumstances, during which the probability arises for not achieving
the expected result, or a likelihood for failure or deviation from the goal, and the comprehension of
which highly depends on circumstances; nevertheless, a risk could also manifest as an unpredicted
benefit. Therefore, a risk involves a chance of a particular winning, as it can be “a possibility of danger,
losses or income” [40]. Almost all definitions of risk in scientific literature distinguish two elements:
uncertainty (or probability of coincidence) and losses (negative outcome), which are related with
an unpredicted event. However, the risk itself consists of three main components: events that the
company sought to avoid, but which nevertheless occurred, the likelihood of those events and the
assessment of awaited causal actions. The scientific literature suggests that there is a link between
indefiniteness and risk [41,42], since risk itself is indefiniteness [43]. However, there is also some
criticism regarding this approach, because risks are both known and unknown (undefined), while
indefiniteness is a wider concept [44]. Additionally, a risk can be viewed as uncertainty and unwanted
difficulties that arise due to the operated activity [45]. Therefore, business risk is an opportunity for
inaccuracy, meaning that the achieved results shall deviate from the pursued goal [17]. In fact, both
internal and external environments of the business enterprise are prompting the risk, and the entire
activity of the organization is related to risk and its manifestation [43]. Nevertheless, one feature of
business risk is evident in the definitions given by the majority of scholars; therefore, a generalization
emerges which claims a risk to be the future result of present actions [46].

3. Business Risks in the Natural Gas Trade

Natural gas trading companies are subject to a wide variety of business risks. Some scholars
suggest considering energy commodities trader business risks as starting from product competition
risk [47–49]. Natural gas as an energy commodity in the retail consumption market competes with fuel
oil and biofuel (in manufacturing and heat production) [50], electricity, liquefied petroleum gas, diesel
fuel (in industry), firewood, coal, peat, geothermal energy (in household heat production) and the
like. Therefore, with the increase in the demand of one of the competing commodities, the decrease
in natural gas demand is probable. This could happen if competitive energy commodities grow
significantly cheaper. It is worth mentioning that in order to shift to a different type of fuel, a sustained
essential change in the price of the energy commodity is necessary, as it is necessary to make certain
capital investments (replacing devices, furnaces and the like). The competitiveness of natural gas can
be affected by a significant increase in prices, change in environmental standards or development of
an alternative energy [51,52]. The latter two factors could be induced by certain state actions in the
pursuance of energy security [53], shift in industry structure, or state prestige on the international
level. The risk of over-regulation can also manifest itself through the shifting of market conjuncture.
Personnel risk (encompassing the incompetency or negligence of personnel, dishonest and unlawful
acts and similar issues related to human resources) [45] is a characteristic of all companies without
exception, given there is more than one employee in the organization. As a result, manifestation
of the mentioned risk and the hazard it causes is also plausible in natural gas trading companies,
which in turn conditions three more risks to natural gas trading activities. Technological risk (or risk
for technical breakdowns) is one of them [54]. Even though natural gas trading companies do not
exploit the main or distribution gas pipes and do not have the right to control them (this is prohibited
by the EU Third Energy Legislative Package), any defect of gas supply infrastructure reduces the
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physical possibility of accessing the commodity [55]. Moreover, the employees of a natural gas trading
company indirectly (due to false balancing data) can influence the trustworthiness of physical natural
gas trade infrastructure. As a result, any type of technical breakdown can cause detriment to the
property, health or even lives of the third parties [56]. This can lead to litigation risk [56,57], the
consequences of which cannot be precisely foreseen, because there is no legal practice for investigating
such detriments established so far. Therefore, it can be stated that a probability to incur extremely
significant financial losses exists. Dishonest personnel actions can directly cause risks of legal actions
regarding unfulfilled contract clauses or unfair speculative trade. Incompetency of personnel also
can condition volume risk [58–60], which is one of the essentials in the natural gas trading activity.
Briefly, it can be described as potential financial losses, which are caused by the imprecise calculation
of natural gas demand. If, under a long-term contract, a company purchases an insufficient amount
of natural gas than is necessary for the satisfaction of customer needs, to meet the demand it has to
purchase a certain additional amount of gas in the spot market, i.e., at a higher cost [61]. Unwilling
to lose it clients, the company has to sell the gas at an agreed (or established on the market) price,
i.e., at a lower profit margin. If the amount purchased in the spot market is significant, the company
might become detrimental to trade it or fall short in working capital for purchasing it. If a company
purchases too much natural gas under a long-term contract and has nowhere to realize it, it has to
follow the provision “take-or-pay” and pay the provider forfeit, and as a result, experience financial
losses [62]. Reputation risk is rather widely studied in scientific literature [63–65]; therefore, it shall not
be elaborated. Risk of customers’ default [44] may cause the volume risk, because upon the bankruptcy
(or failure to fulfil one’s contract obligations) of several larger clients, the company might face the
aforementioned situation. Besides, it would also condition credit risk, since in order to continue one’s
activity the working capital would have to be borrowed. Credit risk [66–68] also emerges due to the
intensifying competition between the companies. In order to maintain and attract customers, they not
only have to reduce the sale prices, but also extend the term for payment deferral; this can lead to the
situation where a company has to pay for the purchased production prior to its receiving the money
for the volume sold [69]. This risk assumes the greater likelihood of the event, the greater the quantity
of natural gas is being purchased in the spot market. Risk of supplier default [70] is essential because
given a gas trading company, being in a long-term contract, fails to receive the commodity due to some
reasons (technical, political, economic, etc.), all of the production would have to be purchased in the
spot market. Obviously, this would not allow trading at the agreed-upon (or established) price on
the internal state’s market; the company would lose its customers, which, ultimately, would lead the
company to bankruptcy [71,72]. As any other company that has economic interests in more than one
country which is not a monetary union ally, natural gas trading companies face monetary risk, i.e.,
natural gas is purchased in international payment currency (USA dollar), but sold in the country’s
local currency: Euros [73,74]. It is noteworthy to mention that this is more of a theoretical risk because
none of the natural gas supplying companies operating in the GET Baltic market take the risk directly
on themselves, but rather impose it to the insurance companies. Purchase price risk is directly affecting
the commodity price risk, since the profit margin of a gas trading company basically amounts to the
difference between production selling and purchase prices. Systematized business risks affecting the
natural gas trading companies are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Business risks affecting natural gas trading companies.

Type of Business Risk Result of Manifestation

Product competition risk Competitive/alternative energy carriers become more attractive to
consumers than natural gas.

Risk of changes in environmental standards Loss of potential or present consumers.

Alternative energy risk Intensified competition, potential loss of part of consumers.

Risk of over-regulation Economically unfounded intervention actions of state institutions to
the energy carrier market, pursuing political interest.

Personnel risk Speculative trading, submission of false balancing data and other
consequences potentially caused by company’s personnel actions.

Technological risk Performance malfunction of physical natural gas supply
infrastructure.

Litigation risk Obligation to make amends for extensive detriment; temporal
security measures applied during litigation process, etc.

Operating volume risk Necessity to purchase the commodity at a higher cost or execution of
“take-or-pay” provision.

Reputation risk Consumers’ approval of competing companies.

Risk of customers’ default Absence of possibility to sell the purchased quantity of production.

Risk of supplier default Absence of possibility to purchase commodity for resale.

Reserves value risk Potential decrease in value of the commodity purchased for resale.

Currency risk Increase or decrease in commodity price due to currency
fluctuations.

Commodity price risk The commodity becomes too expensive for potential consumers or
too expensive in respect to competitive products.

Risk of changes in tax codes Additionally taxed consumption of fossil fuel or granted tax
concessions for the development of alternative energy carriers.

The whole risk portfolio of gas trading companies operating in liberalized markets is reflected in
Figure 1:
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As can be seen from the table and figure above, the majority of researched risks affecting natural
gas trading companies are interrelated and can cause a chain reaction of the risks. This makes
the evaluation of risks rather complicated and raises additional challenges in selecting research
methods [75]. Nevertheless, it is necessary to choose the methods that would also allow assessing the
hierarchical dependency of the risks that affect natural gas trading companies. The solution for this
challenge is presented in the methodological section of this research paper.

4. Methodology

In order to decide which business risks are the most important to natural gas trading companies,
we employed an expert survey. The obtained results were processed by applying the Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) model, which is highly recommended for solving complex, interconnected, hierarchical
problems that cannot be solved using purely quantitative methods [76]. Initially, more than ten business
risks were identified during the scientific literature analysis, which is more than the maximum number
of alternatives that AHP is capable of processing. Therefore, we performed an initial survey, during
which we eliminated the less important business risks (according to the potential impact on a gas
trading company) and identified nine of the most significant business risks, which were the subject
of our research: operating volume risk, purchase price risk, product competition risk, alternative
energy risk, risk of customers’ default, risk of supplier default, technological risk, reputation risk, and
personnel risk.

In the pursuance of obtaining more reliable results and following the principle of triangulation, we
employed three different scales of an AHP: balanced, Koczkodaj and adaptive, representing all three
scale groups. After obtaining the results of each scale, the eigenvector of each risk was normalized.

GET Baltic has 77 registered natural gas trading companies, though four of the biggest market
players control over 87% [77] of the market share. In 2018, GET Baltic was responsible for 15.3% of all
natural gas sold in Lithuania. Lithuanian gas trading companies received more than 130 mln. EUR of
revenues from gas retailing in a first half of 2018, showing an increase of 6.5% compared to the first
half of 2017 [77].

The following criteria were employed for selecting the experts: (a) all biggest market players must
be represented in a survey; (b) at least 10% of the rest natural gas trading companies, registered in GET
Baltic, must be represented in the survey; (c) the expert must hold a Master of Science or equal degree
(in fact, all the respondents hold a Master of Science; no MBAs or similar degree holders participated
in the survey), have at least 5 years of experience in gas trading business sector and occupy a position
no lower than manager. In total, 12 experts participated in our survey.

In AHP, the chosen experts evaluated the presented alternatives (business risks of natural gas
trading companies) {θ_1, . . . , θ_n}, by filling individual pairwise comparison matrices, which were
being calculated as follows:

M =



m1
m1m2

m1

mn
m1

m1
m2m2

m2

mn
m2

. . .

m1
mnm2

mn

mn
mn

 =


b11

b12

bn1

b12 . . .
b21 . . .
bn2 . . .

b1n
b2n

bnn

;

Here: bi j—Pairwise comparison matrix element; mi
m j

—A priority vector of the i-th factor with the
respect to j-th factor.

mi j =
1

m ji
, ∀ i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

After the experts made a pairwise comparison of the criteria presented, all responses (evaluations)
were recorded in the form of standardized matrices.
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A multiplication of the i-th line elements was being computed to every M matrix:

Πi = Πn
j=1mi j, (i = 1, . . . , n).

The obtained values were being normalized using the formula:

ki =
n√Πi∑n

i=1
n√Πi

=

n
√

Πn
j=1ai j∑n

i=1 n
√

Πn
j =pai j

, (i = 1, . . . , n;
∑

k1 = 1)

A priority rank of each expert was obtained in such a way. After that, a procedure of consistency
of matrices was being undertaken. Matrix was considered consistent, when mik = mi jm jk, ∀ i, j, k and
a priority vector was existent, which satisfied the equation: w = (ω1, . . . , ωn), where mi j =

ωi
ω j

, ∀ i, j.
After that, the consistency index (CI) of each standardized matrix was being calculated. In order

to obtain CI, an eigenvalue (λmax) of each standardized matrix was calculated using formula:

λmax =
n∑

j=1

(P·v) j

n ·v j
.

Here λmax—the largest eigenvalue of each research standardized matrix; n—Number of
independent rows in matrix; j—Eigenvalue of a matrix. All these steps were represented in Mq

matrix:

Mq =

b11

b12

bn1

b12 . . .
b21 . . .
bn2 . . .

b1n
b2m

bnn


q1

q2

qn

 =


b11q1 +

b12q1 +

bm1q1 +

b12q2 + · · ·

b21q2 + · · ·

bm2q2 + · · ·

+ b1nqn

+ b2nqn

+ bnnqn

 =λmax


q1

q2

qn

=


λmaxq1

λmaxq2

λmaxqn

;
An expert comparison matrix Mq was considered absolutely consistent when λmax = n, although

in reality it almost never happens. In the case of small mij changes, matrix M satisfied the pre-selected
compatibility condition (in this case 0.1 was selected), the λmax value became close to n.

After calculating the eigenvalue λmax, the CI was calculated using formula:

CI =
λmax − n

n− 1
.

Here n—number of possible alternatives.
If CI met the pre-selected compatibility condition (our case: 0.1), the aggregated expert evaluation

was being calculated using formula [78]:

pP
ij =

n
√

p1
i j × p2

i j × . . . × pn
ij

Here pA
ij – aggregated evaluation of element, belonging to i row and j-column;

n—number of matrices of the pairwise comparison of each expert.
After obtaining new aggregated matrixes, a consistency validation procedure was once again

performed. If matrix was consistent, then preferred ranks of alternatives were being calculated using
formula [79]:

ω j =

i
√∏i

j=1 pP
ij∑i

j=1
i
√∏i

j=1 pP
ij

Here ω j —Weight of alternative j.
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In order to check, whether the experts’ opinions were consistent and valid, and they actually
reflected the realistic picture, the index of expert mutual agreement (S*) was calculated [80]:

S∗ =

1

exp(Hβ)−
exp(Hαmin)
exp(Hγmax)

1− exp(Hαmin)

exp(Hγmax)

Here Hα—Shannon alpha diversity; Hβ—Shannon beta diversity; Hγ—Shannon gamma diversity.
Goepel’s index varies between 0% and 100% and shows the agreement level of the experts involved.
After completing the survey, we noticed that two questionnaires of the survey did not meet the

predefined consistency ratio of 0.1. In order to solve this issue, we employed S-Method [81], following
the steps:

o Calculation of a priority vector ω = ω_i using proper vector method;
o Comparison of each P_ijˆ value to respective ratios of the vectors ω_i/ω_j;
1. Identification of element P_ij, which makes the most influence on the inconsistency among experts’

views, and its modification to ω_i/ω_j;
o Identification of the priority values of the modified matrix.

Only after these steps can the results be considered robust and be analyzed further.

5. Results and Discussion

The calculated aggregated index of expert mutual agreement S* equals to 0.64631, meaning
that the level of expert compatibility is 65%. Such a result corresponds to the requirements of the
data reliability for scientific articles; therefore, expert evaluation is acknowledged to be appropriate
and the conclusions based on them are reliable. After additional procedures were taken to increase
compatibility, all of the surveys were recognized as acceptable and eigenvectors of each business risk
were calculated applying balanced, Koczkodaj and adaptive scales. The achieved results are presented
in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of ranking the risk.

Business Risk

Eigenvector
Obtained

Using
Balanced Scale

Eigenvector
Obtained Using
Koczkodaj Scale

Eigenvector
Obtained

Using
Adaptive Scale

Normalized
Eigen Vector Rank

Alternative energy risk 0.0454 0.0442 0.0428 0.0441 8
Operating volume risk 0.2342 0.2261 0.2438 0.2347 1

Personnel risk 0.0912 0.0949 0.0924 0.0928 5
Risk of customers’

default 0.1531 0.1584 0.1532 0.1549 3

Purchase price risk 0.1721 0.1663 0.1602 0.1662 2
Reputation risk 0.0211 0.0301 0.0248 0.0253 9

Product competition
risk 0.0751 0.0802 0.0774 0.0776 6

Technological risk 0.0522 0.0496 0.051 0.0509 7
Risk of supplier default 0.1556 0.1502 0.1544 0.1534 4

The achieved research results allow classifying business risks that affect gas trading companies
into two groups: substantial risks that have a great impact on the activity of natural gas trading
companies, or primary risks (i.e., operating volume risk, purchase price risk, risk of customers’ default,
risk of supplier default), for the management of which gas trading companies have to pay great
attention; and less substantial, or secondary risks (such as personnel risk, product competition risk,
technological risk, alternative energy risk, reputation risk).
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Referring to the achieved results, it becomes clear that volume risk is the most important for
natural gas trading companies. Namely, in gas trading activity, extremely great attention should
be given to an especially precise forecasting of the demand. It is a difficult task due to the rapidly
changing climate when the average winter temperature of two years in a row in Lithuania may differ
by 2.5 degrees Celsius. This affects the natural gas demand by 13%, since the largest amount of
natural gas, 77%, is consumed in winter. Even greater fluctuations (up to 21%) are observed when
analyzing monthly consumption, which makes the prognostication of a precise operating volume even
more challenging.

Second in importance is the purchase price risk. Such a high position of this risk is not surprising
since gas is an especially homogeneous product, completely undistinguished in its features and sold
having converted it to MWh of energy. As a result, there are no other attributes of this commodity that
could portray its distinctiveness in respect to other products (such as appearance, physical features,
brand, country of origin), and so it is chosen only depending on the price. Therefore, if the gas trading
company purchases the product (natural gas) at a higher price than competitors in the market do, there
is a great likelihood that it will lose consumers and work at a loss.

The importance of customers’ default risk was likely determined by its direct role in affecting
the operating volume risk, described in the theoretical section of this research paper. In fact, in
pursuance of simplifying the analysis, eigenvectors of these two business risks could be summed. This
would reduce the total number of business risks, as well as their interrelations, that affect natural gas
trading companies.

The risk of supplier default stands in the fourth place for the gas trading companies operating in
the liberalized market, whereas in non-liberalized markets it is the most important risk [70]. This is so
because, given the liberalized market, in pursuance to conform to contract responsibilities, natural
gas trading companies can rather promptly purchase the deficient quantity of natural gas in the spot
market. In the closed natural gas market dominant by one supplier, which usually is also the owner of
the natural gas supply and distribution system (i.e., if the requirements of the EU Third Energy Package
are not implemented) and if the gas supplier fails in fulfilling the contract obligations, there is no
possibility to purchase the lacking quantity of natural gas. This potentially determines the bankruptcy
of the natural gas trading company and leaves the customers’ affected. To make matters worse, this can
lead to the consumers’ business failure and cause a marked impairment of citizens’ living conditions,
given the risk manifested in winter.

Analyzing secondary risks affecting natural gas trading companies, we notice personnel risk being
at the top. Even though it can cause plenty of negative outcomes to natural gas trading companies, this
risk is not assessed to be very hazardous, because its manifestation to natural gas trading companies
would not be direct. It cannot directly cause the risk of technology failure, since the balancing data has
to be approved by the transmission system operator (in Lithuania’s case, AmberGrid). The operating
volume is prognosticated and approved by more than one person; therefore, this risk is assumed to be
more theoretical, however, due to the damage that could be caused if it manifested, the risk is assessed
to be the fifth in importance.

Product competition risk and alternative energy risk, in the context of Lithuania and other Baltic
States, should be assessed jointly. Even though the product competition risk covers more factors than
just the development of alternative energy (which caused its higher place on the list), it is only the
development of alternative energy that can affect the competitiveness of natural gas as a commodity in
the Baltic States.

Technological risk, when transmitting and distributing natural gas, is rather widely discussed in
the scientific literature [82–84], thus it is perceived to be inexpedient to elaborate it in this research
paper. It is noteworthy to mention that such a low importance of this risk means the market participants
highly trust in the reliability of physical natural gas transportation infrastructure.

A low place of the reputation risk indicates that the company’s prestige in Lithuania is not
assumed to be an important part of the enterprise’s intangible assets that could significantly affect the
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company’s results. Such findings contradict the supposed assumptions regarding the importance of
this risk in the scientific literature [85] and identify a negative aspect evidencing that the country’s
market is not sufficiently matured yet.

6. Conclusions

The results of this study reflect that natural gas trading companies in the liberalized market
distinguish in significantly different business risks’ portfolios from those that operate under monopoly
conditions; there, the main risk concern is security of supply [86,87]. It is also difficult to evaluate the
business risks’ importance for the natural gas trading companies acting in liberalized markets because
they characterize in hierarchical structures, which means that they are prone to cascading effects.

Nevertheless, when assessing business risks, according to the probability of their manifestation
and potential damage to the gas trading company, we have identified that business risks affecting
such companies can be divided into primary risks (operating volume risk, purchase price risk, risk of
customers’ default, risk of supplier default) and secondary risks (personnel risk, product competition
risk, technological risk, alternative energy risk, reputation risk).

The essential risk for the successful activity of natural gas trading companies is distinguished to
be a risk of operating volume. As a result, in order to successfully operate in the liberalized natural gas
trading market, natural gas trading companies should pay especially great attention to the management
and prognostication of the mentioned risk.
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